
Student Guide Key 
DNA Model Project 

 

 

 

 
Materials 

o 3 12-inch Pipe cleaners, two of one color, one of a different color 
o Pony beads, 6 colors, at least 6 beads of each color 
o Scissors 
o Blank sheet of paper 
o Colored pencils 

 

Guidelines 

1. Your model should include a phosphate backbone composed of a deoxyribose sugar and a phosphate 
group and accurately paired nitrogen bases. 
  

2. Each component should be a different color and clearly represented on the key.  

 

Organize Your Materials 

1. What color will the phosphate backbone pipe cleaners be? Answers will vary.  
 

2. What color will the nitrogen base pipe cleaners be? Answers will vary. 
 

3. What color will the deoxyribose sugar beads be? Answers will vary. 
 

4. What color will the phosphate group beads be? Answers will vary. 
 

5. What color will the adenine beads be? Answers will vary. 
 

6. What color will the cytosine beads be? Answers will vary. 
 

7. What color will the guanine beads be? Answers will vary. 
 

8. What color will the thymine beads be? Answers will vary. 
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Create Your Model 

1. Alternating between the deoxyribose sugar and phosphate group beads, string the phosphate 
backbone pipe cleaners with about 1/2 an inch of space between each bead.  
 

2. Cut the nitrogen base pipe cleaner into six 2-inch strips.  
 

3. Accurately pair your nitrogen bases and string one pair per 2-inch strip.  
 

4. Attach the nitrogen base pipe cleaners to the phosphate backbone pipe cleaners. Leave a deoxyribose 
sugar and phosphate group bead between the attached points of each nitrogen base pipe cleaner.  
 

5. Twist your DNA model to create a double helix.  
 

6. Create a color coded key that clearly represents each component.  
 

Analysis 

1. DNA is a polymer made up of what kind of monomer? Nucleotides 
 

2. Which nitrogen bases are purines? Adenine and guanine 
 

3. Which nitrogen bases are pyrimidines? Thymine and cytosine 
 

4. What’s the difference between purines and pyrimidines? Purines are double-carbon nitrogen rings  
 
and pyrimidines single-carbon nitrogen rings.  
 
 
 

5. Which type of bond holds deoxyribose sugars and phosphate groups together? Phosphodiester bond 
 
 
 

6. Which type of bond holds single strands together in a double helix? Hydrogen bond 
 
               


